
Forests under Threat (Taiga)

Characteristics of the Taiga Plant Adaptations

The climate is  dominated by very cold, dry and long winters with 
average temperatures of –20⁰C. Summer months have mild 
temperatures and are short, the average temperature is 15⁰C. There is 
normally snow on the ground for the whole year, the annual 
precipitation rate is low with less than 100mm a year. 

• Conifer trees: These trees remain green all year round as they do not drop their 
leaves as they do not have the energy to regrow leaves each year 

• Pine needles:  They have a small surface area and waxy coating to help reduce 
water loss. The needles are a dark green colour so they can absorb as much 
sunlight as possible so they can photosynthesise. 

• Conical shape: Downward facing branches allows heavy snow falls off quickly. 

Animal Adaptation

• The Canadian taiga has over 300 bird species in the summer however, only 30 
stay during the winter as many migrate south. They migrate to the taiga in 
winter due to a lot of insects. 

• White Fur coats: for insulation and camouflage
• Blubber: build up large layer of fat in the summer months 

Causes of deforestation 

• Commercial logging: hardwood trees such as mahogany are very valuable 
which makes money for logging companies and the government.

• Oil and gas extraction : causes huge amounts of oil spills harming biodiversity.
• Pests and diseases: The taiga has mould and fungus species that damage the 

needles, trunks and roots of conifer trees. Insects also eat the pine cones, 
young leaves and the saplings. As well as this other pests and diseases have 
migrated into the taiga biome as the temperatures have increased. 

Nutrient Cycle in the Taiga

Conflict between stakeholders

Forestry:  Countries like Canada have strict controls on logging and timber can only 
be used sustainably. However in some countries like Russia are unsustainable 
when it comes to forestry. 
Mining and Energy production: Without mining and energy production Russia and 
Canada would be very poor,  380,000 Canadians work in the mining industry. 
Indigenous peoples: They want to maintain aspects of their traditional uses of 
taiga resources, such as hunting. 
Recreation and tourism: In North America and in Russia they go to the taiga 
environment to relax as well as this international tourism also brings visitors and 
money to the local economies. 
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